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The development of drawing began, mainly from drawing. People have drawn 
tasvirini of what they have built themselves without knowing how to write yet. The 
images of primitive people carved into Rocks, cave walls and other places have 
reached our times. Images carved on such rocks are found on the banks of the Yenisei 
River, in Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Altai and other parts of our homeland. On the basis 
of the description of such simple drawings, the first inscriptions were invented. 
The idea of describing and using three-dimensional geometrical forms 
(structures) graphically on a plane with the help of conditional signs has a long 
history in the development of human society. As an example, we can cite the 
Egyptian Vavilon plan, which dates back to the 2500-th century BC, depicted on a 
loy plate, and the city plan of Pskova, drawn in the XVII century (1-and 2-forms). As 
you know, the science of drawing is divided into several sections, depending on the 
fields: geometrical drawing, projection Drawing, Machine-Building Drawing, 
Architecture-Building Drawing, topographic drawing, etc. 
  
In this article, the elements of geometrical construction, which are carried out in 
the section of geometrical drawing in the science of drawing, are widely covered both 
methodically and graphically1. 
 
1 Тураев Х. А. АЙЛАНИШ СИРТЛАРИНИНГ СОЯЛАРИНИ ЯСАШ ОРҚАЛИ ТАЛАБАЛАРНИНГ ФАЗОВИЙ 
ТАСАВВУРИ ВА ТАФАККУРИНИ РИВОЖЛАНТИРИШГА ОИД МЕТОДИК ТАВСИЯЛАР //Science and 
Education. – 2020. – Т. 1. – №. 8. 
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Draw parallel and perpendicular straight lines. The given AB is shown in the 
conversion of parallel straight line at a distance of L from it to the intersection of a 
straight line. To do this, draw arcs of a circle with R=L from the optional 1 and 2 
points of AB. Then transferred to a straight line on the CD so as to try to the arcs in 
this circle using a ruler (3-figure a, b, 4-and 5-figure).  
 
 
Transfer perpendicular straight line to a straight line. In a given AB cut is 
shown the perpendicular straight line descent from Point C to AB incision lying down 
(Figure 6 a, b,c and Figure 7 a, b). 
To make a perpendicular descent from Point C to the AB cross section, we draw 
an optional R radius arc, thus cutting a straight line from Point C to AB. From 1 and 
2 points of intersection with the AB of this arc, we draw more arcs with an optional 
R1 radius. We connect the point D of the intersection of these arcs with the given c 




2 Mamatkulov S. N., Ibragimova K. National and Universal Content of Fine Arts. Ancient History and Development of 
Fine Arts of Uzbekistan //The American Journal of Social Science and Education Innovations. – 2020. – Т. 2. – №. 08. 
– С. 195-198. 




At b, AB is shown to transfer the perpendicular straight line from the S point 
lying on the straight line to AB. To do this, we draw a circle with an optional R 
radius from Point C. With this circle, we draw more arcs with an optional R1> 2
12
 
radius of 1 and 2 points intersecting the AB straight line. We pass a straight line 
through the point D and S, where these arcs intersect. The formed CD is 
perpendicular straight line AB transferred from Point C to the straight line. 
The transfer of a perpendicular straight line from point B of the AB straight line 
to AB is shown. To do this, an optional circular arc of Rhombus is drawn from the 
Bnukta, and then from the 1 point of intersection of the stupid line with this arc, 
another arc is drawn with the same R radius. In the drawing, draw the third arc with a 
radius R from the point M, where these two arcs intersect, and its 1 point, which 
intersects with the continuation of the 2m straight line, is determined. If the found 2 
point B with Point B is adjacent, then the 2B straight line is perpendicular to the 
beveled AB straight line. 
Another way of transferring a perpendicular straight line from point B of AB to 
AB is shown. To do this, we measure the cross sections B1, 12, 23, 34, 45, which are 
equal to the intersection of A from the B end of the straight line AB. Then from point 
B draw an arc with R=3A Radi. And from 4 points we draw an arc with R1=5a Radi. 
These arcs intersect at Point C. We connect Point C to point B. Formed CB straight 
line AB is perpendicular transferred to the straight line 
Divide the incision into equal parts. Divide the intersection of the straight line 
into two equal. In Figure 8, the given AB cross section is shown to be divided into 
two equal. In order to divide the optional AB cut into equal halves, we draw arcs of a 
circle with an optional R radius from the ends A and B of the AB cut (that is, the 
length of this radius is greater than half of the AB cut R> 2
AB
 and connect the 
intersection points of these arcs (1 and 2) using a straight line. 
Formed 1 2 is a straight line AB doubling equal to the S point of the incision. 
Divide the intersection of the straight line into any equal parts. In Figure 8, AB 
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is shown to divide the cross section into five equal parts. 
In order to divide the given AB cut into equal 5 pieces, we transfer light from 
one end of the cross-section, for example, from A to an optional acute angle, and to it 
five intersections that are mutually equal, that is, A1’=1’2’=2’3’=3’4’=4’5’ we 
measure the Rays and find the 5 ' point, then connect the 5’ point with the B. 
 
8-form 
Parallel to the Formed 5'B straight line, we pass straight lines from 1’ 2’ 3’ 4’ 
points and intersect with a cross section of AB 1; 2; 3; we define 4 points. The result 
is A1=1 2=2 3=3 4=4B is formed and AB is divided into five pieces equal in cross-
section3. 
Divide the corners into equal parts. Divide the angle into equal parts. In the 9-
figure, the ABC angle is indicated by dividing it into two equal parts. To do this, we 
draw an arc so that it intersects the sides of the angle with an optional R radius from 
Point B. It intersects the sides of the angle with the arc 1 and 2 points are formed. 
From these points we draw R1 radius arcs and determine their cross-sectional point 
E. If we connect the point E with the tip of the angle (point B), the angle bisector is 
formed. As you know, EB bissektrisa angle is equal to two equal to ABC. 
 
9-form 
ABC is shown to be three pieces equal to the right angle. To do this, an optional 
Rhombus arc is drawn from the tip of the ABC right angle (point B). This arc forms 1 
and 2 points intersecting with the AB and BC sides of the angle. If these 1 and 2 
points are drawn again arc with radius R as the center, they form 3 and 4 points 
intersecting with the arc of the first circle. This is 3 B and 4 B points adjacent to the 
point B, and 4 B rays are equal three times the given right angle (10-figure a, b, c).  
 
3 Toshpulatov F. U., Mominov B. K., Mamatkulov I. C. Determination of Sections of General Surfaces of the Second 
Order on Predetermined Circles //The American Journal of Interdisciplinary Innovations and Research. – 2020. – Т. 2. – 
№. 11. – С. 21-26. 
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